AMAZING WORLD OF MIKE KASPARI'S ANTS
Ants are such interesting tiny creatures; they may even hold the answers to some perplexing questions about all sorts of ecosystems—and besides, they're just plain cool.

THE BIG THREE
Sam Bradford, Blake Griffin, Courtney Paris. Nationally dominant figures in their sports from a single university in a single year. How often does that happen? Maybe never?

MAKEOVER FOR A GRACIOUS LADY
Old Science Hall came by its name honestly as the senior structure on the Norman campus. A major renovation has put new life in the old girl and also given her a new name.

A SHINING LEGACY
The Selmons already were known in Norman as a caring family; now their compassion has bridged continents through a Liberian village known as Rainbow Town.

CREATING A CLEARER IMAGE
OU engineer Hong Liu's research could be revolutionary in offering breast cancer patients better screening and diagnostic accuracy at a lower level of radiation.

SOONER STILETTOS
Sherri Coale's goal of preparing her players for life after basketball is getting a boost from women in business and the community who are willing to be role models.

PAUL GALLOWAY: A BELOVED LEGEND
The unique talent and personality of this former editor of Sooner Magazine made him a revered—and now mourned—figure in Chicago newspaper journalism.
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